
The Lost Arrowhead 

The graveyard irrigation trench 

connects gold mine skeletons 

Weathered remains of cabins

mines and fallen fences

Tell the undead story of brave mountain men

and their maltreated Asian slaves

Of noble Native Americans

their beliefs, traditions and ways

Cultures caught in a sanguinary schism 

wrought by European assimilation

The eerie energy of murdered Indians and Chinamen

rests forever in the unmarked earth

lingers in decomposing dust

throbs in tree's thick blood

and travels through ghostly morning mist

as faint hollow whisperings of lives long gone

Aggrieved souls endure forever

in this remote mountain abode

Listen to the rhythmic rain 

reveal the cadence of Native drums



Hear the breeze sing lost peace songs 

and the thunder roar sepulchral war cries 

See the lightning spark regenerating brush fires

like the olden squaws wise 

Who knew annual scintillation was essential 

to sustain their humble tribes

Feel the anguish of displaced Asians 

slaves in this foreign land 

Treated worse then beasts of burden

forced labor cruel and inhumane

For unjust reasons sadistically murdered

buried in mass graves 

Lost forever in the hinterlands

lay their irrecoverable remains

No one hunts in Spook Meadow

or in the woods behind Black Lake

Venture through this forest alone

and hope to naively evade

Profound mystical affirmations

which exist in this ancient place

I was free to explore 

this majestic wilderness



Deep within the mountain range 

far from distant trails I played 

Pristine caress of Earth's embrace

I blissfully endured

Swimming in cold alpine lakes

and building secret forts 

During my youthful wanderings

I fortuitously found

A beautiful Indian arrowhead 

of precious black obsidian

Cherished treasure of childhood

a relic of human roots

Sacred symbol of elemental sanctity

native cultures and arcane history

I thank you sylvan mountain spirits 

for this carefully guarded gift

Sliver symbol of your life

proof of your past existence

An article of immortal memory

untouched for generations

Dwelling in a hideaway

awaiting liberation



Who made this traditional weapon

skilled fingers now reduced to bone

How far has it traveled

small slice of volcanic obsidian

Who launched it with his mighty spear 

or visceral handmade bow

This once crucial tool of survival

which I superfluously own

What force caused its tip to break

it appears battle torn

Could the arrowhead have killed a man or beast

in this past contested zone

It may have missed its target

chipping on a granite stone

Did its master use it copiously

or perhaps just once

Before it fell to this cryptic resting place 

a century ago

The mysteries of the lost arrowhead 

can never truly be known

Its past left to thoughtful speculation

secrets infinitely owned 

Archived as one of the untold stories 



of the great Blue Mountains in Oregon


